Nitrogen-induced catalyst restructuring for epitaxial growth of multiwalled carbon nanotubes.
The ability to simply and economically produce carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with a defined chiral angle is crucial for the exploitation of nanotubes for their electrical properties. We investigate a diverse range of nitrogen sources for their ability to control CNT chiral angle via epitaxial growth from highly ordered catalyst particles. Through the use of in situ mass and infrared spectrometry, we elucidate the mechanism by which these ordered catalyst particles are formed, showing that ammonia is a key intermediate in the process. Subsequently, the direct addition of a small amount of ammonia to an otherwise standard CNT synthesis is shown to be able to form catalyst particles that grow single chiral angle multiwalled carbon nanotubes. Variation in the ammonia concentration clarifies the catalyst restructuring necessary for the epitaxial growth of carbon nanotubes and subsequent chiral angle control. The simple addition of a nitrogen source is an attractive route for chiral angle control; however, the model also suggests further ways to optimize CNT chiral angle distributions as well as to improve CNT and graphene yield and crystallinity. This understanding also explains the action of ammonia in its widely used role in activating catalyst prior to CNT growth. Finally, this work highlights the uses of novel surface geometries that are achievable through multiphase catalysts.